Exclusive deals for Island Cruising members
Get off to a flying start this season with these cruising essentials.

Cruising Multi-Function Displays perfect for island bound vessels

Make sure your crew is safe with Vesper AIS

The Raymarine Axiom range provides blazing fast performance and power
at your fingertips. This range comes with wireless radar, instrument and
AIS compatibility.

An integrated Vesper AIS provides critical vessel details as well as an auto
anchor, collision avoidance and man overboard alarm. It has low power
consumption and a high-resolution GPS transponder - the Vesper AIS will
keep you up to date via the MFD or the WatchMate mobile app.

Powerful day and night Radar Imaging
The Quantum Radar range is perfect for offshore cruisers, especially if
you want increased awareness. Easily identify dangerous targets through
the addition of Doppler collision avoidance technology. It has low power
consumption and a simple, easy to install wireless design.

Precision wind and steering in the open ocean
The wireless TackTick range with a modular solar design and a highly
sensitive wind instrument is easy to install, wireless (no mast cable) and
includes Microtalk SeaTalk gateway connectivity. TackTick wireless Wind
is the perfect accompaniment to any Raymarine MFD/instrument and
award-winning evolution autopilots (to provide precise wind vane
steering).

Global Emergency Services for Cruising Vessels - Ocean Signal
Safety Beacons
The world’s smallest PLB suitable for land or at sea, provides reassurance
that global emergency services are only a press of a button away. The
most likely rescue is from your own vessel. MOB1 will trigger an AIS and
DSC alert when activate - and proven to save lives, the SafeSea CAT I
E100G EPIRB with automatic release housing is perfect for offshore
cruising vessels.

Purchase any of these exclusive ICA member deals at one of the participating retailers and complete the form provided - we’ll send you a Prezzy Card to the value of the ‘cash
back’ indicated below.
ONLY available through these participating Retailers: Whangarei (Empower Electrical, All Marine, Marsden Cove Marina), Opua (Seapower, Marine Electrics Opua, Trans
Marine Pro, Cater Marine), Auckland – Westhaven (Nav Station, Beacon Marine, Marine Electrics NZ), Auckland – Half Moon Bay (Halfmoon Bay Electrical), Tauranga (Smart
Marine, Steve’s Marine).
Terms & Conditions apply: Only open to Island Cruising members (a valid membership number is required). Only one of each kit
can be purchased per vessel. Only available at participating retailers listed above. Redemption form must be received by Lusty &
Blundell within 30 days of purchase. All redemption forms must have the invoice/proof of purchase attached for us to process
your ‘cash back’ Prezzy Card request. Promotions finish at the end of July 2019 or while stocks last.

Pricing as indicated below:
Quantum Radar Range
Part #

Product Description

.E70363IC1

Raymarine Axiom 7 Cruising Radar Package with Quantum Wireless Radar and C-Map South Pacific Chart card
* Use existing radar cable to power unit
* Wireless
* Low power consumption
Raymarine Axiom 7 Cruising Radar Package with Quantum 2 Wireless Doppler Radar and C-Map South Pacific Chart card
* Use existing radar cable to power unit.Wireless. Low power consumption
Raymarine Axiom 7 inch Pacific Cruising Package with Quantum Wireless Radar,Vesper AIS XB-6000, Vesper amperfied
* Use existing radar cable to power unit
Raymarine Axiom 7 inch Pacific Cruising Package with Quantum 2 Wireless Doppler Radar,Vesper AIS XB-6000, Vesper

.E70363IC2
.RADAIS-IS3A
.RADAIS-IS3B

Normal RRP
Price Incl

CASH Back

$4,977

$1,000

$5,457

$500

$6,477

$578

$6,957

$578

$306

$50

* Use existing radar cable to power unit
.QUANTUMCABIC3 Raymarine Quantum range cabling kit - 10m Power Cable & 10m Data Cable
& for hard wiring system

AIS & MOB

Normal RRP
Price Incl

CASH Back

Part #

Product Description

.XB8000-IC4

Vesper WatchMate AIS XB-8000 Wifi with VHF splitter and MOB Beacon smartAIS Combo - one x MOB1
* Wifi, Anchor watch, NMEA2000 compatible, Fast 5Hz GPS, MOB alarm, Low power consumption, IPX7 rated with
Galvanically isolated USB ports

$2,438

$339

.XB8000-IC5

Vesper WatchMate AIS XB-8000 Wifi with VHF splitter and MOB Beacon smartAIS Combo - two x MOB1
* Wifi, Anchor watch, NMEA2000 compatible, Fast 5Hz GPS, MOB alarm, Low power consumption, IPX7 rated with
Galvanically isolated USB ports

$3,038

$480

.XB8000-IC6

Vesper WatchMate AIS XB-8000 Wifi with VHF splitter and MOB Beacon smartAIS Combo - three x MOB1
* Wifi, Anchor watch, NMEA2000 compatible, Fast 5Hz GPS, MOB alarm, Low power consumption, IPX7 rated with
Galvanically isolated USB ports

$3,638

$621

.XB8000-IC7

Vesper WatchMate AIS XB-8000 Wifi with VHF splitter and MOB Beacon smartAIS Combo - four x MOB1
* Wifi, Anchor watch, NMEA2000 compatible, Fast 5Hz GPS, MOB alarm, Low power consumption, IPX7 rated with
Galvanically isolated USB ports

$4,238

$762

AUTOPILOT

Normal RRP
Price Incl

CASH Back

Part #

Product Description

.T70112S-IC8

Raymarine EV-200 Sail autopilot, P70S Controller with LS-32 Hydraulic Linear Drive
* Maximum 7 tonne Displacement or 549 Nm of rudder torque

$5,618

$719

.T70161S-IC9

Raymarine EV-400 Sail autopilot, P70S Controller with LS-50 Hydraulic Linear Drive
* Maximum 22 Tonne Displacement or 2059 Nm of Rudder torque

$9,188

$1,532

WIRELESS WIND

Normal RRP
Price Incl

CASH Back

Part #

Product Description

.T120-IC12

Raymarine TackTick wireles wind system, Microtalk STNG Hub with Tacktick remote display
no mast cable required, very sensitive wind transducer, no wind instrument required can be read on Raymarine MFD,
ideal for Wind Vane steering with autopilot

$2,798

$1,199

.T120-IC13

Raymarine TackTick wireles wind system, Microtalk STNG Hub with Tacktick remote display & I60 Wind Instrument
as above but includes i60 wind instrument and cable kit

$3,940

$1,541

EPIRB & PLB
Part #

Product Description

.E100GPLB1-IC14

Ocean Rescue CAT I E100G EPIRB and one x PLB1 emergency combo
* Includes auto release housing, worlds smallest PLB, Proven to save lives, MEOSAR compatible, with 121.5MHz
homing beacon
Ocean Rescue CAT I E100G EPIRB and two x PLB1 emergency combo
* Includes auto release housing, worlds smallest PLB, Proven to save lives, MEOSAR compatible, with 121.5MHz
homing beacon
Ocean Rescue CAT I E100G EPIRB and three x PLB1 emergency combo
* Includes auto release housing, worlds smallest PLB, Proven to save lives, MEOSAR compatible, with 121.5MHz
homing beacon
Ocean Rescue CAT I E100G EPIRB and four x PLB1 emergency combo
* Includes auto release housing, worlds smallest PLB, Proven to save lives, MEOSAR compatible, with 121.5MHz
homing beacon

.E100GPLB1-IC15

.E100GPLB1-IC16

.E100GPLB1-IC17

Normal RRP
Price Incl

CASH Back

$1,279

$130

$1,858

$310

$2,437

$490

$3,016

$670

